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It isn't easy being eight years old and having an older brother whom other children frequently
misunderstand. They don't realize that when he doesn't laugh at their jokes it's because he doesn't understand
them. It is the ideal publication for parents and experts to use with siblings to go over their emotional
encounters, and will also help kids with Concerning form a knowledge of the feelings of other family
members.Brotherly Feelings explores the emotions that siblings of children with Asperger's Syndrome (AS)
typically experience. With illustrations throughout, this book can help siblings to understand that their
psychological responses - whatever they're - are natural and Okay. So, when the other children bully Eric, it
makes Sam feel protecting of him. But occasionally, when Eric behaves oddly, Sam feels embarrassed as
well. Occasionally, when Eric gets plenty of attention, it creates Sam feel resentful - then, when he considers
that Eric needs a large amount of help and attention, it makes Sam feel guilty for feeling resentful. There are
a wide variety of feelings Sam encounters! They don't recognize that he behaves in this manner because he
has something known as Asperger's Syndrome.Sam has learned that his brother Eric differs from him
because his human brain functions differently. They don't know that when he doesn't talk with them or look
at them it is because he doesn't know what to say or how to make eye contact.
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Great book!!!!. I have a 7-year-old fighting his old brother's ASD, and how his brother gets so much more
attention, and compliment for (what he considers) to be nothing. When I 1st brought this reserve to him and
said we have to read it together, he was ambivalent. But after just one single night, he started bringing the
reserve to ME to be read - and he brought it to school to show all his close friends. He was able to relate to
so many of the points in this book and I think it certainly made him feel less alone. I am surprised how
accurate this is and how easy it really is to pick and choose the place to start. This book has been well
received by her and she's verbalized some of her feelings once we cover each chapter. My daughter did say
that it didn’t really help much and was similar to a “vocabulary” book rather than so much as a . This was a
fantastic book.. And I don't recommend so very easily! The feelings .. She has been fighting her
emotions/behavior recently. She can identify with the younger brother and she appears relieved to
understand that other children have emotions like her. Highly recommended for a "normal" child whose old
sibling has ASD problems. She is six yrs . old and beginning to see that her brother is different and you can
find different expectations on her behalf. She needs support because lifestyle with her brother could be
difficult at moments, and this helped her feel comprehended rather than alone. My daughter did state that it
didn’t really help much and was more like a “vocabulary” book rather than so very much as a “story” Great
Book I bought this publication for my granddaughter who includes a brother with Asperger’s. Brotherly
feelings: Me,My Emotions, and My Brother With Asperger's Syndrome simply by Sam Frender, Robin
Schiffmiller This book was an excellent read.THIS book is refreshing. Certainly, since ASD manifests in a
different way with different people, there have been some things that our family didn't deal with, but plenty
of it hit house. I have an 11 year previous with Aspergers and an 8 year old who simply doesn't understand
his brother.I picked several parts of the book to start with so that my younger boy could identify with issues
rather than get bored or annoyed and it worked beautifully. We have tried explaining his brothers actions so
many times and finally feel like we have the proper tools with this book. This puts things a way that he can
understand and identify with.I want to surface finish my review in congratulating Sam Frender and Robin
Schiffmiller about an extraordinary book. I would use it (and maybe modify for the truly young) for ages
5-15+. My son with Aspergers even treasured it and copied several sections as a cheat sheet therefore he
knows how to explain some items. I highly, recommend this book! Great book!! I bought this publication for
my 9 yo daughter to understand her 12yo brother with Aspie.! I have been using this book for a long time in
therapy with children with special needs, but had to re-purchase it when my colleague left and took it with
her! This little book is a great tool for assisting the sibling of a child who has behavioral issues whether it's
because of Aspergers or from some other developmental, cognitve or psychological supply. There are a
great number of emotions they can relate with of being the "healthy", "normal" one in the family members. I
actually am really impressed with this publication. Precisely what we were looking for We wanted
something to greatly help guide a dialogue with our child about coping with his Aspie sibling. This book
was perfect. The various topics were suitable and easy for a young child to recognize with. Having both kids
talk to each other about the publication was also useful. And, it described a few things for me personally as a
parent, like the pressure my neurotypical kid may feel to be perfect to overcompensate for his sibling. great
book for Aspie sibling My girl, whose brother has Asperger's, really loved this book. she actually is 12.
Better then expected After buying and wasting lots of money on similar books/DVD's which were not really
worth 1/3 of the money.. I enjoyed it a great deal.The reason I gave this rating is basically because it was
clear to see, well written, usage of language was used so anyone can follow. I've no factors to dislike the
publication or any constructive criticism.I would suggest it to parents who've a aspie kid and a neurotypical
child so the children can have better relationships with one another, schools to teach children knowledge of
neurotypical views and in addition aspergers views, therapists to help with their clients/patients.Overall, I
believe anyone who functions in the autism/aspergers/special requirements field or simply any general one
who really wants to understand must read this book. It isn't babyish nor is it too mature. Well done to the



both of you. I hope this book is successful Five Stars Good book! I am really impressed with this reserve.
My daughter is an advanced reader so I wasn’t worried about her comprehension factor.. Thank you Sam
Thank you Sam for letting me understand that I'm not the only person with a sibling which has Asperger's
Syndrome. I highly recommend it. The feelings all make sense and I believe my kids will relate with this..
This is a great book since it lets me understand I'm not the only person with a sibling which has Aspergers
Syndrome. Nicely done, cover all of the bases Teaching children to recognize and express their feeling is so
important. I have found it very useful for families and siblings of children with other diagnoses besides
Asperger's, as well (for example FAS, Epilepsy, Bipolar, actually ADHD).
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